
 
 

Welcome to the goodest party game on earth! While stuck at home during the Covid-19 pandemic, three 
friends wanted to make each other laugh. One suggested pitting one random thing against another 
random thing and debating which one was gooder. Our first matchup? Ketchup vs Butterflies. After 
cracking up for over an hour, a party game was born. We listed more good things—A Free Lawnmower, 
Seeing a Bunch of Hot Air Balloons, Tater Tots. Debating random good things cheered us up, inspired 
hilarious stories, and connected a group of socially isolated friends. We hope Good vs Gooder does the 
same for your friends and family. 
 
Contents:  132 DEBATE CARDS               12 GOOD CARDS               18 GOODER CARDS 

 
Game Time: 30-45 minutes                    Players: 3+                       Ages: 9+ 

 
Game Setup: 
 

Place a stack of 50 DEBATE CARDS face-down in the middle of the table. 
 

Place the stack of 12 GOOD CARDS face-down in the middle of the table. 
 

Place the stack of 18 GOODER CARDS face-down in the middle of the table. 

 
Game Rules: 
 

Divide all players into 3 teams. Each team chooses a team captain. Team captains draw 5 DEBATE 

CARDS. 
 

The team with the oldest combined age judges first. That team can place their DEBATE CARDS aside for 
Round 1. 
 

The other 2 teams submit their favorite DEBATE CARD face-down to the judges. 
 

The judges flip over the two DEBATE CARDS and Round 1 begins! Everyone debates. Persuade the 
judges by telling stories, making jokes, sharing personal experiences, and stating fun facts. 
 

After a few minutes, the judges stop the debate, deliberate, and vote for which good thing is gooder. 
 

The winning team either draws a GOOD CARD or a GOODER CARD. All GOOD CARDS are worth 1 point. 
Some GOODER CARDS earn teams more than 1 point. Some are worth negative points. And some are 
action cards. Play it safe or take a chance? Choose wisely! 
 

Both teams draw a new DEBATE CARD. Rotate which team judges after each debate. The team with 
the most points after 12 total debates (each team debates 8 times) is declared the Goodest of All 
Time! Break a tie by drawing one GOODER CARD. Highest card wins! 


